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I can't stand our own thoughts, I can't stand our own minds. Just because it might sound like a hipster blah doesn't mean it's not quite right, IMHO. It's the vitality of ourselves that we're against. -- Arnaud Grun's Betrayal of Yourself - Fear of Autonomy in Men and Women (1986) The older I get, the more I really feel that there are many
conflicts that are confusing or complex reduced to psychopathology. People with wings they never use for some reason rarely say: Oh, it's interesting why this person flies, and why my back is suddenly itchy. Instead they will try to trim the wings and they can become blind and stupid on command in a way that really doesn't make sense
when looked at without it. It's like a bunch of squiggles that seem random until you notice the areas they always avoid because everything is better than in front of yourself. If you live a life with too much false emotion and too much sophistry, then really deep empathy, true love or hatred, and critical thought cannot be taken seriously even
in small amounts. That is, one can agree with a correction arising from critical thought or an action arising from genuine empathy, but they cannot accept that these were the root causes. They know no internal cause as anything other than trouble and sources of shame, their own reasons for external punishment and reward, so they
always prepare sick schemes, why someone who is not (like) sick (as they are) doing what they do while they themselves do the opposite. It's like when someone has a basement full of salt and calls it sugar, they'll never eat even a piece of cake, and when they do, they'll call it salty and spit it out. Yes, it seems too simple and smug even
for me when I'm formulating, no matter how often I experience things that lead me to these thoughts; and it would still be if I inflated it with all the missing qualifiers I left as an exercise for the reader, or added that I didn't completely exclude myself from those I'm kind of othering here. But still. Every day I see, meet and work with people
who are out of their comfort zones, pulled out from under the blankets, they're like a robot that got water in them for a second - they're just damn empty, it's like I can physically see Homer Simpson's Monkey in their head, playing for a while until the moment passes and they come with a fake memory for it - then waddle back the ground
immediately. And if it sounds cold, it's because I sometimes despair ... I don't watch and fight people because I don't like them. But too often they make me decide to comfort them at the expense of all the birds that still fly, entertaining their twisted reality, or being Their. That's at least when I prefer parting ways. I need to protect myself and
those who want me to be the best, instead of fighting my every move. I know that no one in the world has ever wanted anything other than receiving love and empathy as a child. No one in the world has ever been to blame for not getting it. I'm not saying that explains all human life, but it's true as a categorical statement. But I can't turn
back time, I can't be peers and families and friends and a lover for one person as one person, I can't take their hikes for a year or whatever else can make a dent. When I stop them from abusing me or others, or just saying that I see or think hurt and scares them a little more than they do every day already, then I prefer to have a constant
layer of untruth and pettiness they weave people and situations otherwise. What always clinches is for me, even if I was 100% blind and obedient, they would still be miserable and hungry and scared. After all, I don't have a hole in their soul. I decided to read and write about something a little different today, or at least different from what I
usually read and write. When I was younger, I went through a phase where I read a lot of Richard Brautigan. During this time, I found a couple of books of poetry that he wrote while browsing through the shelves of a used bookstore. Anyway, I pulled the book off my shelves today and opened up for the first poem in Pill Vs. Springhill Mine
Disaster, which is all looked at by machines of loving grace. Click here to read all the poems online. This is a rather unusual poem, especially because it deals with cyber issues that seem more relevant today than they would have been when the book was published back in 1968. The poem describes utopia, or dystopia, depending on
how you interpret it, where nature exists in balance and harmony with technology: I like to think (right now, please!) of a cybernetic forest filled with pines and electronics, where deer peacefully walk past computers, as if they were flowers with rotating flowers. On the one hand, it resembles images of nature, protected and powered by
technology that exists in balance. But at the same time there is a feeling that something is not quite right. The images feel juxtaposed as nature and technology don't really belong to each other, but somehow, they have begun to accept each other and coexist, despite their inherent differences. Closing the stanza of this poem really gives
me chills. I like to think (it must be!) cybernetic ecology, where we are free from our labors and joined nature, returned to our mammalian siblings, and all watched machines loving So we have this idealistic vision here where technology frees us from our labors and gives us the opportunity to return to our natural state, allowing us to to
cope with our worldly affairs. But as we all know, it's not. We are watched by machines of loving grace, but not in a benevolent manner. Our actions are tracked, and information is used, at best, by corporations trying to influence how we spend our time and money. Our smartphones, instead of allowing us the freedom to walk in the woods,
end up with digital shackles that keep us ever on the back and call employers who demand more and more from us. Now, don't get me wrong; I love technology as much as the next geek. But let's take a step back and look at our cybernetic forest and think about it. Do we really have more freedom as a result of computers? Has our lives
become easier and easier in the last 20 or 30 years? Is the cyber world we created a utopia or a dystopia? There are no easy answers to these questions, but this poem challenges us to think carefully about these questions, which is what we should all do. Filed according to Tagged literature as reviews of books, books, Brautigan,
computers, cybernetics, dystopia, geek, labor, nature, botany, poetry, poetry, poets, reading, smartphones, technology, tracking, utopia Conceived according to the way, consists of various affective zones, all looked at machines Loving Grace brings together several artists who study the impact of the market economy and new
technologies In 1967, The American writer Richard Braitigan handed out a short poem called All the Motion Picture It describes the mutually programmatic harmony between machines, animals and humans. But this utopia is doomed to failure, because it is observed machines of loving grace. Fifty years later, while machines are
everywhere, they have, paradoxically, disappeared, being integrated into all aspects of our work environment and living quarters. In the age of the Internet of Things, digital economy and marketing influences, works of art, some of which are new, that are presented at this exhibition reflect the impact of money exchanges, digital data
channels, and the movement of goods on the production of our emotions, as well as their values and images. Sociologist Eva Illouz uses the expression of emotional capitalism to describe a culture in which emotional and economic discourses and practices shape each other, thereby producing broad, radical movements in which influence
becomes an integral part of economic behavior, and in which emotional life (...) follows the logic of economic relations and exchange. Although the parts in this show are based on abstract structures or materialize invisible economic processes, they nevertheless pass with empathy and subjectivity. Apparently psychological attributes, they
reflect the modeling of our imaginable and the transformation of our influences on logos, products or sales pitches, thereby indicating a kind of overtraining of our emotions and social relationships. Curator: Yoann Gourmel With: Pedro Barateiro: born in 1979 in Almade (Portugal), lives in Lisbon. Former resident of Pavillon Neuflize OBC,
artist of the Palace of Tokyo on the program of residence (2008 - 2009). Richard Braitigan was born in 1935 in Tacoma, Washington, and died in 1984 in Bolin, California. Isabelle Cornaro : born in 1974 in Aurillac (France), lives in Paris and Marjorie Keller (Marjorie Keller) was born in 1950 in Yorktown (New York), died in 1994 in
Wakefield (Rhode Island, USA). Li Keith: Born in 1978 in Hong Kong, lives in Taipei, Taiwan. Marie Lund: Born in 1976 in Copenhagen, Denmark, and lives in London, Uk. Michael E. Smith: Born in 1977 in Detroit, Michigan, lives in Providence, Rhode Island, USA. Mika Tajima: Born in 1975 in Los Angeles, California, he lives in New York
City (NYC, USA). Jacques Ansan, Jean-Claude Forest, Serge Gainsbourg, Andre Ruelian) Expand your visit to this exhibition with documentation presented in Tarmac (level 1): Tarmac is the new space of the Palace of Tokyo, which was developed in collaboration with students from ENSAD, Paris. Conceived as a three-dimensional
magazine, Tarmac is an invitation to extend his visit and discover the original content curated by guest agencies and artists. Curator tarmac: Claire Moulin Expand her visit to this exhibition with our video program in Point Perch (level 1): For each season, the video program, conceived by the curators of the Palace of Tokyo, in connection
with some of the themes raised by the current exhibitions, can now be seen in Point Perch. In connection with this show, Point Pepper presents the film All Looked at the Machines Loving Grace (three 60-minute episodes, 2011) by British director Adam Curtis. Curtis. all watched over by machines of loving grace poem analysis. all
watched over by machines of loving grace poem pdf. all watched over by machines of loving grace poem documentary. all watched over by machines of loving grace poem adam curtis. all watched over by machines of loving grace poem meaning. all watched over by machines of loving grace poem summary. all watched over by machines
of loving grace poem curtis. richard brautigan's poem all watched over by machines of loving grace
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